Adolescent perspectives of the recreational ice hockey food environment and influences on eating behaviour revealed through photovoice
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Abstract
Objective: Unhealthy dietary behaviours are prevalent among adolescents. This might relate, in part, to obesogenic environments, including recreation food facilities. The REFRESH Study (Recreation Environment and Food Research: Experiences from Hockey) aimed to explore, from the perspectives of adolescent ice hockey players and parents, broad social and physical environmental influences on adolescent food behaviours associated with hockey participation.

Design: Players used photovoice to describe their food experiences in relation to ice hockey. The approach included photos, individual interviews and focus groups. Exemplar photographs were exhibited for stakeholders, including five parents who were interviewed. Interview and focus group transcripts were thematically analysed.

Setting: Recreational ice hockey environment, Ontario, Canada, 2015–16.

Subjects: Ice hockey players (n 24) aged 11–15 years recruited from five leagues.

Results: Dominant influences among players included: their perceived importance of nutrients (e.g. protein) or foods (e.g. chocolate milk) for performance and recovery; marketing and branding (e.g. the pro-hockey aura of Tim Horton’s®, Canada’s largest quick-service restaurant); social aspects of tournaments and team meals; and moral values around ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ food choices. Both players and parents perceived recreational facility food options as unhealthy and identified that travel and time constraints contributed to less healthy choices.

Conclusions: Results indicate recreation facilities are only one of a range of environments that influence eating behaviours of adolescent ice hockey players. Players’ susceptibility to advertising/brand promotion and the value of healthy food choices for performance are findings that can inform policy and interventions to support healthy environments and behaviours.
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Unhealthy dietary behaviours are prevalent among adolescents and have been identified as a risk factor for obesity and chronic disease such as type 2 diabetes and CVD(1–5). Significant increases in the prevalence of childhood and adolescent obesity over recent decades have been attributed, in part, to environmental factors, encompassing both physical and social environmental influences(1,5–7). For example, increased consumption of food prepared away from home has been associated with poorer diet quality and has paralleled increases in overweight and obesity prevalence in children and adolescents(8–11). For adolescents involved in organized sports like ice hockey, the national winter sport in Canada and highly popular among youth, recreational facilities are an environment in which they spend a significant amount of time. Yet recreational facility food in Canada is often unhealthy and there is evidence that adolescents who participate in organized sports have higher intakes of fast foods and sugar-sweetened beverages than non-participants(12–15).

Research on school food policy has indicated that improved food environments result in improved diet quality, lower energy intake and healthy beverage consumption(16–19). However, the school food policy experience also indicates that addressing the physical environment in isolation is not sufficient; action is needed comprehensively, including education, home and community contexts(16–18,20,21). With evidence that current recreation environments may be ‘obesogenic’, there is emerging recognition by policy makers and health
professionals that such environments, as has been the case with schools, have the potential to support healthy eating [14,22-24]. Several Canadian provinces are considering policies to increase healthy food offerings in recreation facilities and some provinces have already taken action by instituting voluntary nutrition guidelines (25-27). Ontario, with some municipal-level exceptions, has yet to initiate policy or guidelines.

Will providing healthy food in recreation environments be enough? Obesity prevention is complex and requires consideration of many factors, including contextual factors, that influence food-related decisions and eating behaviours over time [24,28]. To date, recreation facility food environment research in Canada has centred predominantly on stakeholders such as facility management and government, but not those regularly exposed to these environments [14,15,23,29-31]. There are recognized gaps in evidence linking environmental factors and adolescent dietary intake and a need for adolescent perspectives to be included [7,32-36]. Understanding factors influencing adolescents’ dietary intake in recreational environments is essential to inform policy and intervention strategies that support healthy eating behaviours. Given their high levels of exposure, adolescent hockey players serve as key informants around expected influences of recreation food environments. Therefore, the objective of the current research was to explore physical and social environmental influences associated with playing ice hockey on adolescent hockey players’ food behaviours as perceived by the players themselves and their parents.

Methods

The present phenomenological study employed a modified photovoice method to elicit deep understanding of the experience of the recreational hockey food environment for adolescent ice hockey players playing minor hockey in Ontario, Canada. Adopting a qualitative approach allows for in-depth understanding of the lived experience while providing the opportunity to identify unanticipated factors [37]. Photovoice is a qualitative method that values everyday life experiences and can provide researchers with rich data in diverse settings while giving voice to populations that are influenced by policy, yet have no say in policy development or implementation [38]. This methodology is conducive to self-expression and deep exploration of participant experiences [39,40]. Photovoice has been demonstrated to be an appropriate methodological approach for gathering adolescent input and involvement in community change [39-41]. Community members take photographs to identify, record and reflect on their perceptions and experiences [42,43]. Group consensus determines representative photographs to share with stakeholders [42-43]. Discussion allows participants to provide meaning and definition to the images and control the selection of photos to best represent their experience, not the researcher’s agenda [42-44].

Over a two-week period, participants took photographs reflecting their lived experience. One-on-one semi-structured interviews with each participant were used to elucidate and contextualize the photographs. Players then participated in focus group discussions of a representative sample of photographs from which a subset was selected for exhibition to local stakeholders (parents, coaches, etc.). Following the exhibits, hockey players’ parents participated in one-on-one semi-structured interviews regarding their perceptions of the food experiences represented.

A purposive sample of twenty-five Ontario ice hockey players aged 11–15 years was recruited through verbal invitation immediately following a hockey practice, poster advertising or word-of-mouth. Recruitment was from male and female minor hockey teams playing at levels above house league, since these players typically practice and play in multiple facilities, participate in hockey activities a minimum of two to three times per week, travel to out-of-town (away) games and regularly participate in tournaments. This provided exposure to a variety of food environments in relation to recreational ice hockey. Inclusion criteria for players were as follows:

1. Regular scheduled practice in more than one recreational facility;
2. Aged ≥ 12 years by the 2015–16 hockey season end;
3. ‘Active’ on team during the designated photograph window (i.e. not benched due to injury or illness);
4. Resident of Ontario within 250 km of the principal investigator (M.S.C.); and
5. Informed parental consent and participant assent obtained.

Participants were instructed to take photographs over a two-week period, chosen to include regular practice, a minimum of two scheduled league games and one tournament to capture the breadth of the recreational hockey food environment. Guidance was provided regarding taking the photographs and ensuring anonymity. The number of photographs was left to the participants. All participants opted to use their own smartphone cameras.

Individual interviews are not a prescribed component of photovoice, but were included to allow participants to share the experience and context of individual photographs without inter-participant influence. Interviews were guided by a protocol comprised of open-ended questions and probes [37,45,46] that had been pilot tested with a convenience sample of the target population (n 2; age 11–15 years). Following the interview, three to five photographs were selected that best represented their personal experience for focus group and exhibit purposes.

Photographs representing the hockey players’ experiences were grouped according to content. Two focus group discussions of photographs with players were
scheduled after completion of interviews. This integral component of photovoice was guided by M.S.C. using the SHOWeD framework(42,43):

1. What do you see here?
2. What’s really happening here?
3. How does this relate to our lives?
4. Why does this situation, concern, or strength exist?
5. What can we do about it?

A second trained facilitator was present to observe participants and document their physical expressions. Representative photographs were selected for an exhibit for stakeholders at two regional arenas.

Parent perspectives of influences on the food choices of the adolescents in relation to recreational hockey were obtained through interviews stimulated by the photograph exhibit. Inclusion criterion was having a child who met eligibility requirements, but was not necessarily a participant. Invitations to participate were offered: verbally to parents attending the exhibit; directly to parents of study participants; and through coaches of eligible teams. Recruiting continued until no new codes or themes were generated, indicating that data saturation was achieved. Interviews were guided by M.S.C. using open-ended questions, probes and exhibit photographs(37,45).

Study player and parent participants received a $CAN 10 gift card as remuneration.

Analysis

Interviews and focus group discussions were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim by M.S.C. Participant observations were incorporated into transcripts to contextualize participant behaviours and responses. Transcripts were analysed, supported by NVivo qualitative data analysis software version 11 (QSR International Pty Ltd, Doncaster, Australia, 2015), and coding was conducted using an inductive approach guided by Colaizzi’s process for phenomenological research(47). Audio tapes and transcripts were reviewed, significant statements pertaining to experiences of the recreational food environment were extracted, underlying meanings formulated from the significant statements and coded, and then codes aggregated and collapsed into emergent themes. Findings were integrated into a description of the experience of the recreational food environment and the description reduced to the essential form of the experience. A codebook was maintained to ensure standardized and consistent analysis(48). Data saturation was achieved before all players’ transcripts had been analysed. As a measure of reliability, a second reader with qualitative research expertise reviewed both focus group transcripts and a subset (~25%) of interview transcripts(45). Any variations in coding were discussed to achieve consensus(48). To validate interpretation, participants (n 2) who had attended separate focus group sessions reviewed results and offered feedback to ensure authentic representation of their experience.

Study rigour

To ensure reliability, credibility and validity, data were triangulated from multiple sources: photographs, one-on-one interviews with both players and parents, and player focus groups(45,49). The second reader provided an external check of the data interpretation and analysis(45).

Ethical considerations

This study received ethics clearance from the University of Waterloo Office of Research Ethics (ORE file #20568).

Adolescent participants provided informed written assent prior to participation. As participants were minors, informed written consent from a parent or guardian was also obtained. Following the interview, a written release for the use of photographs for focus group and exhibit purposes was received from participants and a parent or guardian.

To ensure participant anonymity, participant quotes are identified by participant number from one-on-one interviews and by focus group and participant number for group discussions.

Results

Hockey players’ perceptions of food influences

Sample
Youth participants ranged in age from 11 to 15 years (median 13 years). Twenty-five players were recruited; twenty-three male and two female. Participants represented five minor ice hockey leagues and twelve teams in Ontario. One participant withdrew because no photographs were taken. Photographs (450 total; range 4–53 per player, median = 15, mean = 19) were submitted by the remaining players. Sixteen players participated in focus groups; ten the first and six the second. Non-participation was due to scheduling conflicts and distance.

Findings
Results indicate a complex interaction of factors influencing the food choices and behaviours of these adolescent hockey players. Dominant themes around food perceptions included: recreational facilities; performance and recovery; branding and media; morality and values; and tournament influences.

Theme: recreational facilities

Players considered the food offerings within the recreation facilities to be generally unhealthy and not good for recovery, so when they were finished playing or practising most described wanting to leave immediately or, at most, purchase a beverage. Some stated that while they liked the taste of the foods offered, they ‘knew’ these choices were not good for them. The players reported that occasionally
recreation facility foods were eaten as a 'treat' or offered as a reward for playing well but were not a regular part of their hockey food routine.

One interesting perception reported by players was that the food offerings at recreation facilities were there for spectators:

‘... if you like look at the stands at like a younger hockey game where all the kids are, they’re prob’ly at least a quarter of them will have like popcorn or fries or something like that.’ (FG2P4)

The players also indicated that healthier choices should be available, but some players suggested that without unhealthy offerings, facilities would get little business. The players felt tradition was an important aspect of food choices in recreation centres. On the occasions they did eat within recreation facilities, some described expecting to be able to purchase something like fries:

‘... but I always would rather have something that would taste better than is healthy at an arena, just ‘cuz that’s what’s there and that’s what you kind of think of when you think of arena food.’ (P6)

**Theme: perceptions of foods and performance**

All players reported the important influence of nutrition on performance. This was represented by attention to intake, attitudes towards, and behaviours around, specific food groups and individual foods or beverages. Dominant sub-themes included protein and fast food.

*Protein.* All players perceived that protein played an important role in their physical performance. It was considered important for muscle development and ‘lots of energy’, making protein a cornerstone of their diet related to hockey. Protein was typically depicted in the form of protein-supplemented foods and/or beverages. These included chocolate milk beverages with added protein, protein bars and protein-powder-based smoothies.

A difference in the perceived role of protein was apparent between players who reported being offered specific nutrition guidance around protein intake (n 6) and those who had not received such guidance. The six who had a nutrition specialist to speak to them early in the season indicated that protein was for replenishment after the game. They recounted the guideline to ingest 20 g of protein within 20 min of play or practice to maximize muscle recovery. They felt adhering to the guideline improved their performance. The subgroup provided numerous photographs of protein shakes, fortified beverages and bars which they described consuming in the locker room as part of their immediate off-ice routine.

Those without any nutrition guidance considered protein, typically in the form of protein shakes and/or bars, to be a snack most often used before play or practice. Although they felt that meat was a ‘better’ choice than ‘artificial’ protein powder, a meal would leave them ‘stuffed’ and reduce performance. A protein snack, described as ‘good to keep [you] going’, was quick and filling without being too much so:

‘... they’re good options ‘cuz you’re just drinking it ... you don’t have to chew it or digest it ‘cuz if you have like a big meal that gives you the same stuff that the shake will give you, you hafta like digest it and stuff and it like makes you feel really full and would like make you nauseous while you’re playing.’ (P8)

Finally, players perceived that protein powders and bars are designed for athletes and would not be used outside sports participation. They described seeing examples of protein shakes and bars and made the link to their use in hockey:

‘... seeing those people [in advertisements] who are really into fitness, ... they have a lot of protein shakes and stuff in their diet, so you like transition it over to hockey.’ (FG2P2)

*Fast food.* There was consensus among players that fast food (e.g. burgers, fries) had a negative impact on performance. Fast food was described as being ‘unhealthy’, ‘bad’ and ‘junk food’. Many players were emphatic that if eaten before a game, fast food would impede performance. As one player reported: ‘If you have it before a game, you’re gonna feel sick’.

The players described limiting the amount of fast food they ate because they played hockey. Paradoxically, players reported that if they were not playing hockey they would eat less fast-food and restaurant meals as they would not be travelling. However, they also reported that they might eat more ‘junk food’, as they would no longer be concerned with the influence their diet had on their hockey performance.

**Theme: perceptions of foods and recovery**

Post-exercise recovery was another important influence on food and beverage choices. Beverages were considered essential to recovery. Sports drinks, protein smoothies and chocolate milk were dominant choices. Recovery was perceived to be enhanced through attention to protein intake as described previously. Protein bars were a popular choice on the way home due to their portability.

*Chocolate milk.* All but two of the twenty-four players reported frequently and consistently consuming chocolate milk as part of their hockey experience. Players expressed that ‘most people’ know chocolate milk is a good beverage choice and ‘one of the best choices they could make after a game’. Players also reported that the added sugar in chocolate milk was ‘ok’ after a game because ‘you’re drained’ and it would ‘help with your blood sugar level’ and restore energy. Some also claimed they had been ‘told their entire lives’ that chocolate milk was ‘healthier’ than other beverages with ‘added sugar and stuff’ and offered that as an important reason for choosing it. When asked
where they had heard that, replies included coaches and parents.

In many instances, chocolate milk was paired with additional protein, either in the form of a protein bar or as fortified chocolate milk. Players described this combination as ‘good for you’ because it contained both protein and calcium.

Interestingly, many players reported that they would drink less chocolate milk if they were not playing hockey. As one player stated:

'I would drink a lot less chocolate milk, ‘cuz most of the time I have a chocolate milk ... after hockey.’ (P16)

**Sports drinks.** Sports drinks (e.g. Gatorade®) were reported to play a significant role in recovery. Players reported frequent consumption after play and practice for thirst and to restore energy. Sports drinks were either brought in or purchased before going on the ice for use immediately after getting off the ice. Such beverages were described as always available at the arena and sometimes supplied for teams. For example, one player reported that his grandfather supplied Gatorade for the team after every game.

**Theme: perceptions of branding and media**

Brand associations and media influences (i.e. advertising) for Tim Horton’s®, Subway®, McDonald’s®, Gatorade and chocolate milk were perceived by participants to play an important role in food choice behaviours.

**Tim Horton’s.** Tim Horton’s, Canada’s largest quick-service restaurant, was described as holding an important position in the recreational hockey food experience. Players repeatedly expressed that it was healthier than McDonald’s. This perception was partly based on the namesake of the franchise:

'It's just representative of like a hockey-type meal, ‘cuz Tim Horton was a hockey player.’ (P3)

The players also expressed allegiance to Tim Horton’s due to sponsorship of Timbits® hockey (age 4–9 years) that many had experienced:

‘... played Timbits when you were like real young, so probably affects your hockey career, so like oh, Tim Horton’s supported me when I played hockey, so I’m gonna support them when I wanna get food.’ (P4)

Tim Horton’s restaurant and drive-through was reported by players to be part of the ritual of hockey participation. Players identified Tim Horton’s as a food destination they requested because the food tastes good, there is a lot of variety, locations are convenient (i.e. along the highway) and food is both better and different from McDonald’s. Tim Horton’s was described as being a better choice than a ‘fast-food place’ when short of time and travelling, indicating an overlap between brand influences and convenience.

**Subway.** Subway sandwich shops were also considered a prominent part of the hockey experience. Subway was consistently described as a ‘healthy’ place to eat and players reported it being heavily advertised as the ‘healthy’ option:

‘They advertise it like as a fitness type store ... so I think that probably affects why people think it’s a better option.’ (FG1P6)

Interestingly, content of the photos of Subway experiences appeared to contradict the impressions of players. For example, photographs of a ‘healthy’ meal experience at Subway could include fountain pop, chips and/or cookies.

**McDonald’s.** McDonald’s was often referenced when comparing healthy with unhealthy choices. It was consistently offered as an example of ‘unhealthy’ food, described as ‘empty’ and as containing nothing healthy. However, there was consensus among players that it tasted good and it was frequently described as tempting.

**Chocolate milk.** Players also perceived chocolate milk as having a ‘health halo’ based on messages from advertising, coaches, experts and parents. The players reported that chocolate milk is advertised as something you have with exercise. Moreover they noted the absence of similar advertisements for the benefits of white milk, so did not think to buy white milk:

‘And it’s like, you don’t really see like advertisements for like plain milk, how it’s like good for you. It’s all chocolate milk, how it’s better for you, so you don’t really think to have white milk, ‘cuz it’s not really said to you.’ (FG1P7)

**Gatorade.** Gatorade was reported to be advertised as a beverage specifically intended for hockey players and as a product for athletes that was not appropriately used outside sports participation:

‘It’s advertised as like a hockey drink.’ (P20)

The players described that commercials frequently employ well-known professional players and reported that advertisements suggest Gatorade would improve performance.

**Knowledge and advertising.** Some players suggested knowledge of nutrition protected them from being susceptible to advertising. The players suggested that professional hockey players got sponsorship offers because they were good players. Interestingly, players expressed scepticism that professional sports figures would eat the unhealthy foods they endorse through media:

‘Like there’s some players that will do like a commercial for like McDonald’s or like a fast-food restaurant sometimes and you know that they don’t eat there.’ (P14)
Theme: morality and values
Players frequently described foods used morally weighted language. Fast food, in particular, was described as ‘tempting’, being something ‘you want that is not good for you’ and causing feelings of ‘guilt’. Foods being described as ‘treats’ and ‘rewards’ were perceived as ‘unhealthy’ and ‘bad’ choices. McDonald’s food was consistently labelled as ‘bad’, ‘empty’ and ‘unhealthy’. However, it was also consistently described as ‘tasting good’ while being ‘bad for you’ and ‘tempting’. For example, when discussing a photograph of a McDonald’s meal, focus group participants said:

‘It’s like the meal of shame.’ (FG1P1)

‘Double Big Mac’s.’ (FG1P2)

‘Yeah!’ (FG1P7)

Theme: tournament influences
Players reported that attending tournaments influenced their eating behaviours in several ways, including time constraints, convenience and frequent restaurant meals.

Time constraints and convenience. Participants described fast food as a quick, easy and convenient part of the hockey tournament experience. Time constraints between games allowed little more than drive-through purchase of fast food to eat, as it is convenient and accessible. There was mixed response from the players around how often they ate fast food, but there was a general consensus that it was not healthy for you and that you should not eat too much of it.

Tournament team meals. Restaurant team meals were a common experience when attending tournaments. Team meals after a game were described as typical and often occurred as a ‘chain reaction’ as no one wanted to be the player who did not go with the team. As one player described:

‘… if one person says it and another person says “yeah we’ll go” and your friends kind of … then like the whole team ends up going and you don’t really want to be like that one guy who doesn’t go.’ (FG2P4)

Players also reported eating similar types of food to teammates, not, they claimed, because they were being influenced but because they like the same types of food.

Parents’ perceptions of hockey players’ experiences
Sample
Five parents, all female, participated in one-on-one interviews to discuss photographs exhibited: three participants’ parents and two non-participants’ parents.

Findings
There was a mixed response to the content of players’ photographs. Two expressed surprise at the amount of fast food and three indicated it was ‘about what they expected’:

‘The pizza didn’t surprise me.’ (PT2)

‘They’re fairly accurate from what I’ve seen.’ (PT1)

‘The amount of fried food surprised me. ‘Cuz I know that’s what you get at an arena, it still surprised me that there was so much.’ (PT3)

Dominant themes that emerged around parents’ perceptions of influences on the players included recreational facility food offerings and time constraints.

Theme: recreational facility food offerings
Parents agreed with the hockey players that recreation facility food offerings were generally unhealthy:

‘… just trying to think of all the different arenas we go to … there are not a lot of healthy options.’ (PT3)

‘… if your only choice is chicken fingers and fries or a burger, you’re going to choose chicken fingers or a burger, right?’ (PT2)

Like players, parents expressed an expectation to be offered ‘traditional arena-type foods’, such as French fries, poutine and slushies. As one parent described:

‘People go “oh yeah, when you go to this arena they got really good poutine“. If that’s what you remember an arena for, right, that’s not good.’ (PT2)

Parents also perceived that availability of such foods was part of the overall hockey experience and those attending a game would be resistant to any changes to this experience. Similarly, siblings and other children attending as spectators expected to be ‘allowed’ a food or beverage choice from either the recreation facility or a drive-through. This aligns with the players’ perception of recreation food offerings as mainly relevant for spectators than themselves. Although, seeing traditional arena foods as a ‘treat’ or ‘reward’ for the players themselves was common to player and parent perspectives.

Theme: time constraints
Parents described time constraints as a constant challenge affecting the hockey player’s eating behaviour. Practice, play and travel schedules that limited time for meal preparation and family dinners resulted in regular food purchases outside the home.

Discussion
The current research set out to explore perceived influences on adolescent food behaviours associated with participating in recreational ice hockey at levels above house league. This included exposure to the recreational
facility food environment as well as the broader physical and social environments.

_A priori_, the recreational facility food environment was expected to have a powerful influence on food behaviours of adolescent hockey players due to high levels of exposure. However, findings indicated that performance, recovery, branding/media, morality and travel were considered stronger influences on food choices of participants.

In most cases, food perceptions were described as being informed by knowledge. The hockey players in the current study regularly acted on information relevant to their performance and recovery when making food choices. The difference in the perception of protein between those who had nutritional guidance and those who did not indicates how such information can influence behaviour. Nevertheless, as the literature supports, knowledge alone is not sufficient to drive behaviours. As has been seen elsewhere, participants demonstrated that nutrition information must be associated with activities or consequences that are relevant and meaningful to the adolescents. The source providing the information to players was perceived as expert and was offered in a context that was relevant for the players. Interestingly, those players who described planning a future hockey career also described themselves as very strictly adhering to the guidelines provided, suggesting that perceived importance can also influence the level of adoption. These findings support prior research on benefits of and barriers to healthy eating for adolescents, suggesting that to motivate healthful eating in adolescents their perceived benefits must be understood.

The nutritionist that spoke to the subset of six players also offered input around chocolate milk. Yet, there was no described difference in chocolate milk consumption between the two groups of players. As this was not new information, the players had already internalized the perceived benefits of chocolate milk consumption from other sources. It demonstrates that while perception of a distinct benefit is needed to influence behaviour change, a range of information sources can influence perceptions. This underlines the importance of evidence-based sources and supports the use of a multipronged approach to encourage adoption of healthy eating behaviours in adolescents.

The players’ perceptions around healthy and unhealthy choices did not consistently translate into behaviour. Perceived healthy foods were chosen when they would directly influence performance; however, that knowledge did not prevent the players from eating perceived unhealthy choices at other times. For example, the photographs of Subway experiences indicate that while the players perceive this restaurant as being healthy, the choices did not reflect described perceptions.

Language used by the players around certain foods and food behaviours indicate moral values are an important influence. Previous research with Canadian teens found that fast-food consumption was considered unhealthy, eating fast food was judged negatively and moral boundaries were applied to consumption decisions, hence accessibility and availability were not the sole drivers of food choice. For the adolescent hockey players in the current study, their ranking of fast-food outlets at travel stops reflects the moral dictates that are part of their decision-making process. The participants also made moralistic judgements of their own behaviour; unhealthy choices were considered ‘bad’ behaviour and associated with feelings of guilt. These negative judgements and the associated feelings of guilt are consistent with other research.

The social environment was also an important influence on food behaviours. Being part of the hockey team group appeared to be more dominant than individual preferences as demonstrated by the social desirability of being perceived as part of the group. The similarity of food choices at tournaments can be interpreted as adopting a consensus, or as an indication that peers have similar values around food choices. Attending a hockey game was also perceived by players and parents as a social experience. Associated situational norms (‘arena foods’) and social norms (‘part of the experience of watching a game’) directly influenced food choices. Results from the present study indicate that modification of social norms is required. The importance of performance to adolescent athletes presents an opportunity to shift food norms associated with social and environmental aspects of recreation.

Another finding that appears consistent with earlier research is that adolescents involved in sports have high intakes of fast foods and sugar-sweetened beverages. Meals consumed away from home as part of team travel and due to time constraints were described by players and parents as contributing to this high intake. However, intake of sugar-sweetened beverages may also result from purposeful intake of chocolate milk and sports drinks. Intake of these sugar-sweetened beverages is normative for this population and has even been described as ‘institutionalized’. Given the high level of play, there is little doubt that energy demands of the study population compensate for the energy intake associated with sweetened beverages. However, the long-term implications of these behaviours are unknown and warrant further investigation.

Adolescent susceptibility to advertising has been observed by others. Marketing influences described by the players clearly support the call for policy restricting food and beverage marketing to children and adolescents across diverse settings. The current research also demonstrates the potential influence on adolescents’ eating behaviour of targeted sport-specific marketing, whether child/adolescent directed or not, and sponsorship for highly popular sports, like hockey in Canada. Player
response to sport-specific marketing also supports policy restricting any food marketing exposure in settings where children and adolescents spend time, like recreation facilities.

It was apparent from all participants that some foods were ‘halo’ foods. These included chocolate milk and specific restaurant options. Central to this perception was the strong influence of advertising. The influence of media advertising on children’s eating behaviour has been observed elsewhere (66–67). Importantly, the finding that conferring ‘halo’ status impacted intake choices in the current research suggests that advertising can influence the perception of healthful eating behaviours and is consistent with other research (68–69). Implications are twofold. First, halo status can be leveraged for increased consumption of healthy choices. However, if halo status can be conferred when a product is linked to other activities that can be perceived as healthy such as playing sports, this suggests the need for marketing restrictions around what is labelled a healthy choice and the context in which foods are marketed.

Both players and parents indicated recreation facilities in Ontario ‘should’ offer healthy options. Policies limiting the marketing and sale of unhealthy foods and beverages may be an effective approach to influence eating behaviours within recreation facilities and some Canadian provinces have instituted voluntary guidelines (25–27, 71, 72). Limiting sponsorship promotions of unhealthy food and beverage options has also been identified as a viable option (73). However, change in one environment may not be sufficient to achieve desired behaviour changes. Moreover, the hockey participants described high exposure to unhealthy foods, yet limited consumption of recreation facility offerings. The perceptions these players place around the value of healthy food choices for performance could be leveraged to influence change. This has implications for policies and processes relating to player training and food retail and media environments.

These results reinforce the value and necessity of including an adolescent voice when researching environments that influence their eating behaviours in order to inform appropriate and effective policy measures.

Strengths/limitations
Timeliness is a key strength of the present study. Many jurisdictions across Canada are considering policy guidelines to increase healthy food offerings in recreation facilities. The present study can inform those guidelines as well as broader intervention approaches to support such guidelines. Another study strength is its unique approach: using key informants who typically have little influence on policy or regulations directly affecting them, and photo voice methodology to depict their food environment. This informed, experiential viewpoint provides insights that could not be obtained using other methodological approaches. The addition of a stakeholder (parent) perspective also provides opportunity to contextualize the experiences and perspectives of the adolescents to a greater degree than data from the adolescents alone.

There are potential study limitations that must be considered. Although study participants represented five hockey leagues and twelve teams, qualitative approaches are meant to describe a range of perceptions and may not be generalizable to the adolescent hockey population outside the region of study or level of play. Only two participants were female, reducing the possibility of distinguishing any distinctly gender-oriented experiences. No male parents were recruited to participate, limiting parent perceptions to female parents.

Due to the open and interactive atmosphere of the recreation environment, and some participation of teammates, there could have been inter-participant influence on the data collected. While teams may cross paths at tournaments or recreation facilities when travelling, this is highly unlikely to result in confounding or collusion. A key aim of the individual interviews prior to group discussion was to reduce the opportunity for inter-participant influence when contextualizing the photographs around participants’ lived experience.

One of the challenges recruiting participants was the potential for bias caused when parents refused to allow interested children to participate. In some cases, this centred on not wanting their child’s food behaviour documented. One mother responded, ‘Oh no, I wouldn’t want you to know what I allowed [child’s name] to eat last night after the game!’ As the gatekeepers, these parents were concerned that they would be judged for the eating behaviours associated with their child participating in recreational hockey.

Conclusions
Recreation facilities are only one of a range of environments that influence the eating behaviours of adolescent hockey players. Yet, this does not exempt the recreation facility environment from supporting healthy eating behaviours. Both the hockey players and their parents perceive Ontario recreation facilities to be unhealthy food environments, supporting the need for policy to ensure that environments where children and adolescents play provide a healthful food environment.

Young hockey players, particularly those who had received nutrition education, were highly motivated by perceived benefits of healthy eating on performance and reported that they did not generally make food purchases at recreation facilities. Parents, coaches, educators and food retail can leverage the values and perceptions of adolescent athletes to support healthy food choices. Indeed, recreation food facility management and vendors may be missing a significant opportunity through not providing the healthy food options that players value.
Player perceptions and behaviours around brand and product messaging support the literature on adolescent vulnerability to advertising and promotion, advancing the call for policy restricting food marketing to children and adolescents, both as directed marketing and through general exposure. The successful marketing of chocolate milk and specific fast-food franchises as ‘healthy’ choices suggests the potential for using messaging, if evidence-based, to support healthy eating. However, it also indicates the need for policy around ‘heathful’ marketing to ensure ‘health halos’ are bestowed only on products that are legitimately healthy.

The present study supports the need for both policy within recreation environments as a step towards healthier environments and ongoing efforts to restrict marketing to children and adolescents. It also underscores the merit of including adolescents’ perception in public health discussions that affect them.
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